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                             Rainbow™

SEC REPORTING

A competent and economical cloud solution
for all your SEC reporting needs

For SEC submission

For review



DataTracks in the US

Our dedication to quality adherence places us among the top three in the industry.

Mitigate risk and leverage 19 years of XBRL and EDGAR expertise by partnering with

DataTracks. 

We can help you with 10-Qs, 10-Ks, 8-Ks, 20-Fs, 40-Fs, registration forms, proxy

statements, and other types of SEC forms.

1200+

21,000+

19+

210,000+

SEC Filers

XBRL Reports

EDGR Filings

Years

Trusted by industry, certified for excellence
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A mark of excellence in regulatory reporting, since 2005



Top Essential Features of Rainbow

DataTracks Rainbow™     
seamlessly integrates with your

existing ERP  or accounting
systems for direct flow of data

Automation
DataTracks Rainbow™ accepts inputs

in Word, PDF and Excel formats.  It
also accepts iXBRL outputs of

industry leading reporting platforms

Multiple Input Capabilities

Within DataTracks
Rainbow™, users can

create multiple sections
and work with various

stakeholders
concurrently.

Collaboration

Manage access across
different levels, including

entity, document, and specific
document sections.

Additionally, govern the
authorization levels assigned

to each user

Data Access Control

Save up to 70% of your
time by avoiding

duplication of efforts and
achieve consistency of

XBRL tags.

Roll-Forward

Use our sophisticated online
review platform, to review,

comment, validate, and sign-off
on the XBRL file prior to filing

Review Platform

With DataTracks Rainbow™,
users are ensured of all logs

for enhanced and transparent
compliance.

Audit Trail
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DataTracks Rainbow™ revolutionizes SEC reporting by seamlessly

integrating with accounting systems for efficient XBRL tagging and content

management. It includes the Collaborative Reviewing Platform and offers

professional consultation on XBRL tagging, validation, best practices and

add-on services like EDGAR HTML drafting, and InDesign typesetting.

Our comprehensive offering for effortless SEC
reporting

Professional 
Support

DataTracks Rainbow™      
Cloud based SEC Reporting Software

Online Review 
Platform

Content Layer XBRL Tagging

- Initial set-up/switching
- XBRL tagging/validation
- Best practices
- Filing with SEC
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- EDGAR HTML drafting
- Type setting in InDesign
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Professional 
Services
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Add-on services
(Optional)
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SEC Filing in 5 easy steps with Rainbow

1. Fetch data
from sources

3.Update XBRL

 2. Collaborate,
update contents

4. Review & 
sign-off

4. Submit with
SEC
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Contact us

datatracks.com/us/dms

enquiry@datatracks.com

+1(646) 904-8324 

Join leading companies in streamlining compliance


